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PREFACE 
Since the introduction of mechanical means for harvesting cotton, 
the trash content of the harvested material as delivered to the gin 
has shown a marked increase. The removal of hulls, leaf trash and 
motes has been accomplished through the use of various combinations of 
gin equipment and machinery; however, the effective removal of limbs, 
lateral branches and stems has not been readily accomplished with the 
machinery available. The United States Department of Agriculture 
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Cotton Ginning Research Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi, has been 
cognizant of the problem of stick removal and much effort has been 
devoted to the solution of the problem. These efforts were culminated 
in 1953 when a workable "stick remover" was originated at the Stoneville 
Laboratory by Mr. Gerald N. Franks. Developed primarily for use in 
those gins handling mechanically stripped cotton, a model of the stick 
remover was installed in the Research Gin at the Oklahoma Cotton Re-
search Station, Chickasha, Oklahoma, to be tested under field conditions 
through the cooperative efforts of the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Oklahoma Cotton Research Foundation and Cotton Ginning Investi-
gations section of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
The author believed that since the problem of stick removal was of 
such acute nature a more detailed examination, study and report on the 
performance of the stick remover would be most timely and helpful in 
the furtherance of mechanization of cotton. 
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For counsel and cooperation of Professor E .. W. Schroederg Head, and 
Jay G .. Porterfield~ Associate Professor~ Agricultural Engineering Depart-
ment 9 the author is very gratefulo He is also indebted to the engineers 
of the Cotton Ginning Investigations section of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture for their advice and assistance. He wishes further 
to express his appreciation for having had the opportunity and facilities 
with which to work at the Oklahoma Cotton Research Station. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many factors affect the quality of baled lint and determine its end 
use. One of the factors over which the ginner has greatest control is 
the foreign matter content of the baled lint. The foreign matter may 
consist of leaf trash, dirt, sand, motes, seed fragments, bark from the 
cotton plant, weeds, grass and other extraneous objects. Bark is one of 
the foreign elements hardest to separate from the cotton fibero The 
damage and inconvenience of bark in cotton manufacturing and spinning 
operations has long been recognized and as a result those bales of lint 
contaminated with bark are penalized heavily. Bark is the result of the 
inclusion of limbs and branches of the cotton plant, commonly referred 
to as "sticks", in the harvested material delivered to the gin for pro-
cessing. Mechanical stripping of cotton generally includes a large 
amount of sticks in the harvested cotton. Obviously the elimination of 
sticks from mechanically stripped cotton would open the way for further 
application of this method of harvest. 
Agricultural engineers have worked many years to perfect machines 
or processes which would eliminate sticks from mechanically stripped 
cotton. Variations in size and condition of cotton plants as influenced 
by enviromnental conditions of growth have rendered the problem of 
elimination of sticks during harvest insurmountable at a significant 
level of operation across the Cotton Belt. Therefore it may be reasoned 
that if sticks are included with the cotton at time of harvest, t hey must 
be eliminated before agitation of the harvested material causes the bark 
to strip off and contaminate the lint. 
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The function of a cotton gin is to convert harvested seed cotton i nto 
salable products of lint and seed, preserve the inherent qualities of the 
cotton and return to the custom.er his due productso Profit to the custo-
mer and recurring business to the ginner depends on how well the inherent 
qualities of the fibers are preserved. To preserve these qualities 
certain operations must be performed on the harvest ed material before 
separation of seed and lint else the end products not conform to the 
expectancy of standards determined by var i etal characteristics and en-
vironmental conditions. The pre-ginning operations include drying to 
lower the level of moisture content, extracting to remove the cotton from 
the hull and cleaning to remove leaf trash, dirt, sa nd and other fine 
material. Machinery has been developed to perform each of these opera-
tions and though one unit of equipment may perform all three functions, 
i t is generally more effective if one unit of different des ign is used 
for each operation. This situation has resulted in large outlays of gin 
equipment and machinery to handle the mechanically stripped cotton. Even 
with the large outlays no one machine or combination of machinery has 
proved to be successful in removing sticks f rom seed cottono 
Engineers of both public and private agencies have expended much effort 
to design a unit which would remove sticks fran seed cottono The first 
criterion was of course the removal of the sticks. Ot her factors to be 
considered for a stick removing machine included: 
1. How much cotton was wasted? 
2. Did the machine perserve the inherent qualities of the cotton? 
3o Could the machine replace some other piece of equipment? 
4. Did the machine have ample capacity to balance costs of i nstal-
lation, maintenance and operation commensurate with volume of 
production? 
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Various designs and principals were employed in the attempts to per-
fect a machine which would satisfy the above factors. In the spring of 
1953 a lO=inch pilot unit was designed and constructed by engineers at 
the Cotton Ginning Research Laboratory-, Stoneville, Mississippi. Prelinl= 
inary tests showed such promise that the unit was shipped to Chickasha, 
Oklahoma, for tests on the types of cotton for which it was most urgently 
needed. Results from tests with Oklahoma cotton indicated that the 
basic principles of operation were sound and the construction of a 
larger unit was justifiedo The pi.lot model was returned to the Stone-
ville Laboratory and construction started there on a tmit 60 inches in 
lengtho The large unit was shipped to Chickasha i.n November,, 1953 9 and 
installed in such manner that it could be compared with a standard model 
master bur extracto:r.o Most desirable operational characteristics were 
also to be det,emined., 
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II. OBJECT 
The object of the study was to determine the performance under field 
conditions of an experimental seed cotton cleaning and stick removing 
machine on hand snapped and machine stripped cotton. The study was 
divided into two parts. 
A. Determination of: 
lo Rate of feed of material to the unit. 
2. Speed of the extractor saw cylinder. 
3. Spacing of the grid bars through which trash is discharged. 
B. Comparison of the stick remover to a 14 foot master bur extractor. 
Basis for evaluation of each variable and the performance of the 
stick remover as a unit included the following measurements: 
1. Weight of waste discharged by the stick remover or comparative 
machine. 
2. Weight of waste discharged by unit extractor=feeder-cleaner 
following stick remover or comparative machine. 
3. Weight of waste discharged by huller~front of gin stand follow-
ing stick remover or ccmparative machine. 
4. Weight of waste discharged by mating system of gin stand follow-
ing stick remover or comparative machine. 
5. Weight of lint produced from a given amount of harvested mater-
ial when using the stick remover or ccmparative machine. 
6. Percentage waste in lint produced from harvested material when 
using stick remover or comparative machine. 
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7., Grade i:ndex of lint produced from harvested material when using 
stick remover or comparative machineo 
80 Percent by weight of total ·trash removed when using stick re-
mover or comparative machineo 
9o Percent by weight of sticks removed when using stick remover or 
comparative machineo 
lOo Weight of clean seed cotton discharged in waste by stick re-
mover or comparative machine from a given amount of harvested materiale 
In those tests with hand snapped cotton the percent of hulls re-
moved was substituted for percent of sticks removed since snapped cotton 
contains very few sticks,, The substi tu ti.on gave a comparison of effec-
tiveness of the stick remover as a hull extractoro 
Calculated value of lint produced from a given amount of harvested 
material was used in the final comparison of stick remover versus master 
bur extractor. These figures substituted for weight of seed cotton in 
waste give an indication of the desirability of eliminating certain 
portions of the harvested materialo 
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III. PROCEDURE AND TECHNIQUES OF EVALUATION 
Harvested cotton of the representative type desired was obtained in 
sufficient quantities to provide test lots for all the gin arrangements 
in each series of tests. Previous experience in ginning research at the 
Oklahoma Cotton Research Station had shown that by using original lots 
of uniform. harvested material weighing 200 pounds or more, two or more 
repetitions of each treatment were required to obtain accuracy of measure-
mentso The form.er research indicated that as lot weights were increased 
the number of repetitions of each treatment could be decreased with the 
most reliable data obtained when using 400 pound lots repeated three 
times with each gin arrangemento 
The standard procedure for gin tests was as follows: 
1. Weighed to the nearest pound the required quantity of harvest..-
ed material. 
2. Run the lot through the machinery in the proper sequence, 
catching and weighing all waste discharged from each unit and weighing 
the lint and seed producedo The necessary samples for laboratory analysis 
were taken during the test runo 
3o Convert by simple ratio all weights obtained in step 2 above to 
a 2000 pounds original lot basis for hand-snapped or 2400 pounds original 
lot basis for machine stripped cottono The conversion was accomplished 
in the following manner. 
a. 2000# for hand snapped or 2400# for mechanically striooed 
(Test lot weight - Weight of samples taken) - Multiplier 
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b. Mult iplier X Individual Recorded Weights s Bale Weight Basis 
Figures obtained for each measurement from each repe t ition were added 
and the mean extracted for use in the final comparisons of treatments. 
The techniques for obtaining laboratory measurements are described 
in general in the following paragraphs. Techniques employed were similar 
to those used by other research workers in cotton production, harvesting, 
ginning, marketing and utilization. Sufficient observations were made 
on each measure to obtain reproducibility of results consistent with 
variations in the component measured. 
The pneumatic fractionation procedure was used to determine the 
foreign matter content of the seed cotton. In this technique all hulls 
and sticks were picked by hand from a JOO gram original sample and the 
remaining material placed in a closed container to be agitated by com-
pressed air. The centrifuge action of the fractionator allowed the 
motes and leaf trash to be screened off during the agitation. Each com-
ponent of trash was collected and ~eighed separately. Simple calcula-
tions gave the percentage of each component in the original sample. 
Percent of trash removed by a machine or combination of machinery 
was calculated fran the fractionation data as followsg 
% Trash in material input - % Trash in material output X 100: Percent 
% Trash in material input Trash Removed 
Grade and staple length of the lint was determined by comparison t o 
official standards by United States Department of Agriculture Cotton 
Classers. 
Waste in the lint was determined by the Shirley Analyzer method. 
One-hundred grams of lint was processed through the machine and the 
cleaned lint and visible waste caught and weighed. The weight of clean-
ed lint equaled percent cleaned lint and the weight of visible waste 
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caught equaled percent visible wasteo One-hundred percent minus percent 
of cleaned lint equaled total waste. Invisible waste was the difference 
between total waste and visible waste. 
Grade index of the lint was determined in the following manner. 
Basis sheets for premiums and discounts issued by a local cotton b~er 
were averaged for the four year period 1951 through 19540 Middling 
grade with 15/16th inch staple was chosen as base and given an index 
value of 100.0 and a base price of $.35 per pound assigned to ito Pre-
miums or discounts for all grades in the 15/16th inch staple length 
range were added to the Oklahoma quotation for Middling to obtain rela-
tive valueso Formula for the conversion to index was as follows: 
3500 - Discount or premium for grade X 100 G d Id 
. = ra e n ex 3500 - Discount for Middling 
Classer's designation of grade was assigned the index number for 
that grade and the average index number was then calculated for each 
treatment. Some examples of indexes for grade are: Middling= 100.0; 
Low Middling= 84.4; Low Middling Spot (Light)= 7J.7. 
Value of baled lint was calculated by multiplying weight of lint 
produced by the average per pound price of the lint based on premiums 
and discounts for grade and staple length. 
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE TESTED 
The pilot model of the stick remover shown in Figure l was used in 
the preliminary trials in August~ 1953 to ascertain the desirability of 
constructing a larger unit which could be placed in line with standard 
gin machinery at the Oklahoma Cotton Research Stationo Conventional 
extractor saw cylinders seven inches in diameter were used to hold and 
convey the cotton past a grid bar arrangement .. The grid bars were 3/8 
inch in diameter and set in a circle with a radius of 4 1/2 inches con-
centric with the saw cyl:l..nderc The bars were al:i.gned parallel to the 
axis of the saw cylinders and were so spaced ·t;o allow trash to be ex-
pelled through the openingsc Four cylinders were placed in series one 
above the other in order that the harvested material might be exposed 
to the expelling force f ou:r different, times o 
From the top of the unit cotton is fed into the machine a't, a uni-
formly cont,rolled rate and falls onto a directional ki.cker roll cylinder .. 
This cylinder loosens the cotton and directs i.t ont,o the first extractor 
oylinde:t•c The saw teeth engage the lint and pull the mate:d.al past the 
grid bar e.rrangemento The circular arrangement of the gr1d assembly set 
one inch away from the saws serves to hold the cotton on the saw tooth 
while at the same time allowing the foreign matter ·to be expelled be-
tween the bars .. Trash expelled falls by gravity to the bottom of the unito 
Rotation of t,he cylinder carries ·the cotton under and to the rear where 
:tt is doffed by brushes. A. direcrt:i.onal hood guides the cotton thrown by 
the bro.sh around and down onto the next cylindero The same process is 
repeated on each of the four cylinders .. 
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The preliminary tests indicated an expected capacity of approximately 
two pounds of material per minute per inch of initial saw cylindero 
The first model of the full sized unit as installed at Chickasha is 
shown in Figure 2,, The picture was taken from the left rear of the 
machine and shows the feed control adjustment, trash discharge drive and 
endless belt used to drive the four extractor cylinders and brushes from 
the cotton directional kicker rollo Also shown is an end view of the 14 
foot master bur extractor to which the stick remover was compared. 
The view in Figure 3 illustrates the right end of the sti.ck removero 
The flat belt from the cotton directi.onal kicker roll is connected to a 
variable speed drive powered by an electric m.oto:r and used to change the 
speeds of the kicker roll and consequently ·the extractor cylinders,.. 
A closer view of the grid bars and their arrangement around the ex-
tractor cylinders is shown in Figure 4o This view also shows the 40 per-
cent of a circle employed for extracting of' foreign mattero 
The stripped cotton shown i.n Figure 5 is ·typical of material gathered 
by machine stripperso The stick remover was designed to remove the 
lengthy portions of the cotton plant embedded with the harv·ested material. 
Results from the 1953 tests indicated a reclaimer was necessary to 
remove the cotton thrown out with the trash., Grid bars were removed from 
the bottom cylinder and the cotton and trash guides modified so the cylin-
der could be used as the reclaimero Cotton frorn the third cylinder was 
directed away from the bottom one and all trash was directed onto the 
bottom cylindere A wire brush was used to hold the trash against the 
face of the cylinder until the saw teeth engaged the lint and carried the 
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cotton away from the trasho This action forced the trash through the 
brush from whence it fell by gravity to the trash dischargeo The cotton 
was doffed by brushes from the saw and re=entered the stream of cleaned 
cotton. Shown in Figure 6 is the installation as used in 1954. The 
illustration in Figure 7 gives a closer view of the by-pass valve 
arrangement used to direct the cotton into or past the stick remover. 
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Figo 1 - Pilot model of the stick remover, 
Fig. 2 - Full size stick remover (machine on left) as installed 
in 1953. Master extractor in lower right corner of picture. 
13 
Fig. 3 - Right end view of stick remover as in-
stalled in 1953. 
14 
Fig. 4 - Close-up view of grid bar assembly and 
its placement relative to the extractor saw 
cylinder. 
15 
Fig. 5 - Typical mechanically stripped cotton showing hulls, 
leaf trash and sticks. 
16 
Fig. 6 - Stick remover as installed in 1954. Fig. 7 - Valve arrangement to route cotton into or 
past the stick remover. 
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V. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS AND RESULTS 
The tests used in seeking the objectives listed in Chapter II are 
described in the following paragraphs. Many of the tests were multi-
purpose and the 1954 tests were extensions with modifications of the 
1953 tests., 
A. Determination of Rate of Feed, Extractor Saw 
Speed and Grid Bar Spacing 
(1) 1953 Tests. 
The tests used in the first year's study were designed to compare 
three rates of feed combined with.three extractor saw cylinder speeds 
and two grid bar spacings. Lankart 57 cotton grown on the Cotton Re-
search Station farm was stripped after frost for use in these tests .. 
Total foreign :matter content of the harvested material was 34080 per-
cento In 2400 pounds of material there was calculated to be 576 
pounds of hulls, 167 pounds of sticks and 92 pounds of motes and leaf 
trash. 
Rates of feed into the stick remover were 72, 93 and 119 pounds 
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of material per minute. Extractor saw cylinders were operated at 616 
rpm~ 770 rpm and 924 rpm. Grid bar spacings were 1 inch and l 1/4 
inches on center to give clearances of 5/8 inch and 7/8 inch respective-
ly for the narrow and wide grid bars. Three repetitions of each of the 
nine combinations were used on the one inch grid assembly and two repe-
titions were used on the l 1/4 inch grid assemblyo 
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The overhead arrangement included a reel type cleaner-drier followed 
by the stick remover and a unit extractor-feeder-cleaner over an 80-saw 
standard moting huller-front air blast gin stando Samples of material 
(for determination of trash content) were taken before entering the reel 
drier, between the stick remover and unit extractor and after the unit 
extractors just before entering the huller-front of the gin stand. Lint 
samples were taken after ginning for ascertaining classer's grade and 
staple length and content of foreign mattero Results of the 1953 tests 
are given in Table I through Xo 
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Table I 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing on pounds of waste discharged from 2400 pounds of stripped mater-
ial by stick remover - 1953 testso 
Rate of Feed Extractor §aw cylinder speed in rpm 
in pounds 
.32er minute 616 770 924 
l" l 1/4" l" l 17411 111 l 1/411 
72- 186 512 201 545 248 608 
93 201 514 192 546 239 601 
119 182 510 195 537 227 588 
Table II 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing on pounds of waste discharged by unit extractor-feeder-cleaner 
following stick remover - 1953 tests. 
Rate of Feed Extrag:!;ior §aW gylind~;c speed in rm 
in pounds 
J219r minute . 616 7'.ZQ . 92t l" l 1/411 111 11/411 1" : 11I11 
72 388 204 345 174 333 159 
93 380 209 352 188 351 175 
119 382 223 360 201 347 187 
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Table III 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing on ·pounds of waste discharged by huller-front of gin stand fol-
lowing stick remover and unit extractor - 1953 tests. 
Rate or Feed Extractor saw crlinger s:geed in r:gm 
in pounds 
J?§r minute 616 770 924 
111 1 1/411 1" ..l 1/4" 
-~ 
1 1/4" 
72 119 82 119 76 129 76 
93 123 Sl 129 77 1.30 78 
119 123 so 145 86 134 90 
Table IV 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing on pounds of waste discharged by moting system of SO-saw gin 
stand following stick remover and unit extractor - 1953 tests. 
Rate or Feed Extractor saw orlinde:c s:geed in rpm 
in pounds 
:12er minute 616 720 . . . . 92± l" i in:11- 1" i 17Z11 _ 111 . i 1lZ11 
72 17.S 13.s 18.2 12.7 19.3 14.6 
93 18.6 14.0 18.5 15.0 23.1 15 • .3 
119 19.l 13.S 2J.l 15.3 21.s 14.s 
Efff.,cts of rate of' r::Jpeed, extr-acto:i:· ~aw ey1inder speed 1:md grid bai"' 
spaci.ng on pounds of lint produc:ed. from 2400 pounds of stripped material 
1953 t,esti:.,: .. 
Rate Fet,d 
:lLn pounds 
.u_~r miug.te __ 
72 
9J 
119 
52,3 514, 
521, 495 
528 494. 
517 4.80 532 476 
5.33 l/37 519 4c8l 
544 495 538 l1c?4 
Table VI 
Ef'f'o ct.s x·ate of feed, extraetor saw cylinder speed lmd grid bar 
spacing 011 percentage waste :i.n lint as determ:i.ned Shirley Analyzer ·= 
1953 .. 
Rate of FEH::Hi 
:in potmds 
•'"le:r m:i.n..:rt;f~ 
,&;,·,-= -~--~--~ 
10079 
lOo 
lOo 9/r, 
9oJ9 10.,68 
9 .. 51+ l,2o 51 
1.0.,33 11@59 
9 ?t: 
. •-) 11.,l,3 l?o02 
9.,90 r ___ J_., ~t~ 
10.,83 11. 10.17 
2.3 
Table VII 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing on grade index of lint - 1953 tests. 
Rate of Feed 
in pounds 
~r minute 
72 
9.3 
119 
l" 
71.4 
71.4 
71.4 
Extractor saw cylinder speed in rpm 
616 77,0 
11/411 _ .... 1 ... 11_ _1. 1/4 II 
71.l 
72.8 
70.J 
72.0 
70.8 
70.3 
Table VIII 
72.0 
71.1 
?1.1 
924 --
___ 1 __ 11_ -1 1/411 
70.8 
70.8 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing on percent total trash removed by reel drier and stick remover 
combination as determined by fractionation analysis for trash content 
of seed cotton - 1953 tests. 
Rate of Feed 
-
Extractor saw cylinder speed in rpm 
in pounds 
,Der minut,e 616 '170 924 
l" l l/4n 
~-
l 1/411 l" 1 1/411 
72 25.95 47.96 27.33 47.42 31.08 50.72 
9.3 20.50 48.12 26.29 43.59 27.60 46.71 
119 16.06 42.30 26.80 40.90 28.09 41.56 
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Table IX 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing in stick remover on percent sticks removed by reel drier and 
stick remover combination as determined by fractionation analysis for 
trash content of seed cotton - 1953 tests. 
Rate of Feed Extractor saw cylinder speed in rpm 
in pounds 
.Iler minute 616 __ 7'10 924 
1" 1114" 111 1114" _ 1~ ...l 1/4" 
72 48.35 67.06 52.99 62.84 61.67 68.72 
93 50.48 57.55 41.83 66.21 43.90 63.98 
119 41.80 45.59 46.42 58.26 55.01 60.57 
Table X 
Effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar 
spacing on pounds of seed cotton in waste discharged by stick remover 
from 2400 pounds of stripped material - 1953 tests. 
Rate of Feed 
-
Extractor_jaaw cylinder speed i!l...nm 
in pounds 
i;ier minute 616 770 924 
1" 
-1..U~ 1" 1 1/411 _g_ ...l 11411 
72 8.o 66.6 10 .. 0 101.3 14.2 138.9 
93 12.2 88.8 11.6 104.2 15.4 135.2 
119 11.5 103 • .2 13.8 108.5 17.9 143.7 
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(2) 1954 Tests. 
It was apparent from the 1953 tests that muoh seed cotton was being 
thrown out with the trash by the stick remover when using the wider 
spaced grid bars. A reclaiming attachment was built at the Stoneville 
Laboratory and installed in the machine at Chickasha prior to the 1954 
ginning season. 
Observations made during the 1953 season indicated that vibrations 
were set up in the extractor saw cylinder when operated at the higher 
speeds • .Another fault at high speed operation was that the cotton was 
not being doffed from the extractor saw teeth and consequently was 
carried around and into the raw material. This reduced the capacity 
since the teeth were full and could not gain another load when passing 
the exposed cotton. Chokages also occurred. When all considerations 
were weighed a speed of 705 rpm was selected for operation of the ex-
tractor saw cylinders. 
The 1954 tests were designed to compare three grid bar spacings in 
combination with four rates of feed. The 1953 tests had shown the l inch 
on center grid bar spacings to be definitely inferior to the 11/4 inches 
on center grid bar spacings; however, the wider spaced grids had not 
proven entirely sati.sfactory. Grid bar spacings studied in 1954 were 
l 1/4 inches on center, l 3/4 inches on center, and 2 inches on center 
to give effective clearances between grid bars of 7/8 inch, 1 3/8 inches 
and 1 5/8 inches. These spacings were combined with rates of feed of 
33 pounds per minute, 67 pounds per minute, 100 pounds per minute and 
133 pounds per minute to simulate l bale per hour, 2 bales per hour, 
3 bales per hour and 4 bales per hour operation. Each combination was 
repeated three times to give a total of 36 lots for the series. 
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Cotton used in the series was Stormproof'# 1 grown under irrigation 
at the Oklahoma Irrigation Experiment Station, Altus, Oklahomao Yield 
of the cotton was between 1 1/2 and 2 bales per acre at the time of 
stripping after frosto Total trash content of the harvested material 
was 25.04 percent. In 2400 pounds of material there was calculated to 
be 428 pounds of hulls, 66 pounds of sti.cks and 107 pounds of motes 
and leaf trash. 
The only overhead treatment employed was the stick remover at the 
different conditions.. It was followed by the unit extractor-f'eeder-
cleaner over the 80-saw standard moting huller-front gin stand., 
Samples of material (for determination of content of trash) were 
ta.ken before entering the stick remover, between the sti.ck remover and 
unit extractor, and after the unit extractor prior to entering the huller 
front of the gin stand., Lint samples were taken after ginning to ascer~ 
tain classer's grade and staple length and content of foreign matter. 
Results of the 1954 tests are shown in Table XI through XXo 
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Table XI 
Effect of rate of feed and grid bar spacing on pounds of waste dis-
charged by stick remover from 2400 pounds stripped material - 1954 tests. 
Rate of feed S:gacing of grid bars-inghes on center 
in pounds 
1 1/4'' ~minute l 3/ A" 211 
33 364 517 564 
67 330 524 522 
100 335 516 554 
1.33 339 52.3 561 
Table XII 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
pounds of waste discharged by unit extractor - 1954 tests. 
Rate of feed Grid bar s.,:gacing-inches on center 
in pounds 
12er minutew 1 1/411 l 3/4" 2" 
33 196 87 95 
67 236 101 100 
100 249 110 106 
133 237 114 114 
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Table XIII 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
pounds of waste discharged by huller-front of gin stand - 1954 testso 
Rate of feed S12acing of grid bars-inches on center 
in pounds 
~!:_minute _ 1, 1/4" __ l 3/4" 2n 
.3.3 28 17 20 
67 34 18 21 
100 36 18 21 
133 34 19 22 
Table XIV 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
pounds of waste discharged by moting system of 80-saw gin stand - 1954 
testso 
Rate of feed Grid bar spacing-inches on center 
in pounds 
l }/411 3/4" ;ger minute 1 2" 
3.3 12 10 11 
67 12 10 11 
100 14 10 11 
13.3 1.3 9 12 
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Table XV 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
pounds of lint produced from 2400 pounds of stripped material - 1954 tests .. 
Rate of feed Grid bar spacing-inches on center 
in pounds 
,12er mi~- 1 1/411 1 3/411 211 
33 657 659 635 
67 653 653 645 
100 652 624 635 
133 656 630 632 
Table XVI 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
percentage waste in lint as determined by Shirley Analyzer - 1954 tests .. 
Rate of feed Grid bar s1:2acing-inches on.center 
in pounds 
.:gfil:..l!!inu te _ l 1/411 1 3/4'! _ 2" 
33 8.42 7o65 s .. 10 
67 8.33 7.95 7.84 
100 8044 7o72 8038 
133 8.,97 7.46 7o97 
Table XVII 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
grade index of lint - 1954 tests. 
Rate of feed Grid bar spa.Q!ng-inches on center 
in pounds 
~r minute l 1/411 
_1 3/A" 211 
33 83.5 91.1 84.7 
67 84.2 87.2 85.3 
100 84.2 90.5 84.7 
133 84.6 87.9 84.4 
Table XVIII 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
percent of total trash removed by the unit as determined by fractiona-
tion analysis for trash content of seed cotton - 1954 tests. 
Rate of feed 
---
Grid bar spacing-inches on center 
in pounds 
per minute l 1/4" 1 3/4" 2" 
33 49.0 75.5 70.2 
67 46.4 71.l 65.4 
100 37.l 63.3 68.o 
133 36.5 67.8 64.2 
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Table XIX 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
percent sticks removed by unit as determined by fractionation analysis 
for trash content of seed cotton - 1954 tests. 
Rate of feed Grid bar spacing-inches on center 
in pounds 
per_mi:!m:t.L- l 1/411 l 3/4" 2'' 
33 49.9 69.4 56.9 
67 62.1 67.1 47.s 
100 37.4 62.6 64.1 
133 38.1 54.4 54.0 
Table XX 
Effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing in stick remover on 
pounds of seed cotton in waste discharged by the unit - 1954 tests. 
Rate of feed Grid bar spaoing-inches_gn center 
in pounds 
per minute 1 1/411 l 3/4" 211 
33 10 23 41 
67 9 31 53 
100 10 38 54 
133 15 45 72 
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B. Comparison of the Stick Remover to 
a 14 foot Master Extractor 
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(1) 1953 Tests. 
The stick remover with two grid bar spacings was used with two combi-
nations of overhead machinery in 1953 to determine its performance as 
compared to the 14 foot master bur extractor in one of the overhead arrange-
ments. Grid bar spacings in the stick remover were 1 inch on center and 
1 1/4 inches on center. Each of the five combinations was repeated three 
tim:!s in each series and three series were run using different cottons. 
Series I was run with Stoneville 62 cotton, hand snapped at early 
season. In 2000 pou?)is of snapped material there was calculated to be 
499 pounds of total trash or 442 pounds of hulls and 57 pounds of motes 
and leaf trash. 
The cotton used in Series II was the first harvest of Lankart 57 
hand snapped after frost. Calculated total trash in 2000 pounds of mater-
ial was 600 pounds or 510 pounds of hulls and 90 pounds of motes and 
leaf trash. 
The second harvest of Stoneville 62 hand snapped after frost was 
used in Series III. Total trash in 2000 pounds of material was calcula-
ted to be 536 pounds or .441 pounds of hulls and 95 pounds of motes and 
leaf trash. All cottons were grown on the Cotton Research Station farm. 
The simple overhead arrangement consisted of the reel type cleaner--
drier and stick remover before the unit extractor over the 80-saw stan-
dard moting gin. In the elaborate overhead arrangement a 4-cylinder 52 
inch width airline clea~er was added before the reel drier and a 7-cylin-
der 52 inch width inclined cleaner added between the stick remover and 
unit extractor over the 80-saw standard meting gin. The master bur 
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extractor was substituted for the stick remover in the elaborate set up 
for a check lot. In Series I the extractor saw cylinders were operated 
at 616 rpm while on Series II and III the speed was 770 rpmo Rate of 
feed through the overhead was 119 pounds of material per minute enter-
ing the first unito 
Samples of material (for determination of content of trash) were 
taken prior to entry into the overhead, immediately after stick remover 
or master bur extractor and after the unit extractor just before enter-
ing the huller-front of the gin stand. Lint samples were taken after 
ginning to ascertain classer's grade and staple length and content of 
foreign matter. Results of the _1953 tests are shown in Tables XXI 
through XXX. 
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Table XXI 
Effects of combinations of different overhead machinery- with stiek 
remover or master extractor on total pounds of waste discharged by com-
bination from 2000 pounds of hand snapped material - 1953 tests. 
§eries 
I 
II 
III 
Simple, Overhead 
111 
- l 1/411 
50.3 582 
465 569 
475 . 6o6 
Table XXII 
Elaborate Overhead 
l" _l l/4" ~ 
521 616 527 
495 60S 599 
499 637 53$ 
Effects of combinations of different overhead ma.ohiner;r with stick 
remover or master extractor on pounds ot waste discharged by unit extrao~ 
tor - 1953 tests. 
. Sim.1:2le Oi~rrhead .. Elaboria:tie Ove;r.:he1g. _ 
. l". 11/411 l" 1 114" Check 
I 333 145 321 162 118 
II 266 125 253 122 112 
III 266 193 251 17' 75 
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Table XXIII 
Effects of combinations of different overhead machinery with stick 
remover or master extractor on pounds of waste discharged by huller-
front of gin stand - 1953 tests. 
,S~ries 
I 
II 
III 
Simple Overhead 
1" l 1/411 
28 21 
56 .3.3 
83 61 
Table XXIV 
Elaborate.Overhead 
l" . 1.1/411 Oh eek 
27 25 11 
56 30 24 
$.3 57 24 
Effects of combinations of different overhead machinery with stick 
remover or master extractor on pounds of waste discharged by moting sys-
tem of 80-saw gin - 1953 tests. 
Series 
I 
II 
III 
____ Simple Overhead 
l'! - l. 1/411 
6 5 
10 6 
13 10 
_ __ _ Elaborate Overhead 
- It l 1/4~- Che ct _L._ -· 
5 6 4 
9 6 ; 
1.3 10 6 
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Table XXV 
Effects of combinations of different overhead machinery with stick 
remover or master extractor on pounds of lint produced from 2000 pounds 
of snapped material - 1953 tests. 
Series 
I 
II 
III 
___§imple Overhead 
l" - 11/411 
502 478 
517 486 
489 448 
Table XXVI 
_Elaborate Overhead 
_l~ 
_l 1/4" Check 
495 465 473 
501 476 490 
483 450 455 
Effeots of combinations of different overhead maohinery with stiok 
remover or master extractor on percentage waste in lint as determined by 
Shirley Analyzer• 1953 tests. 
Simple Overhead ..............Elaborate Overhead 
l'' L l/411 __J,~ l 1/~ Check 
I 4.74 4.34 4.35 4,.57 4.,12 
II 7.77 6.56 6.83 5,.75 6 .. 40 
III 8.19 7.29 8.,04 7.54 5.72 
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Table XXVII 
Effects of combination of different overhead machinery with stick 
remover or master extractor on grade index or lint - 1953 tests. 
Series Simple Overhead Elaborate Q:x!!rhead 
l" 1 l/41t _ _l!!_ 1 1/4" Cheek 
I 96.4 95.5 96.2 94.0 96.o 
II 74.4 74.5 75.8 76.5 75.S 
III 79.7 84.4 86.l 84.4 so.4 
Table XXVIII 
Effeots of combinations of different overhead machinery with stick 
remover or master extractor on percent of total trash removed up to 
point or discharge from each unit as determined by fractionation anal;ysis 
for trash content or seed cotton - 1953 tests. 
Series 
I 
II 
III 
Simple Overhead 
111 
-11/4" 
20.7 57.7 
22.5 ,;.2 
19.4 37.6 
Elaborate Overhead 
l" l 1/4" Qhesak 
24.4 ;1.s 67.l 
26.; ;2.9 66.6 
19.7 42.4 71.0 
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Table XXIX 
Effects of combinations of overhead machinery with stick remover or 
bur machine on percent hulls removed to point of discharge from each unit 
as determined by fractionation analysis for trash content of seed cotton -
1953 tests. 
Series Simple Overhead Elaborate Overhead 
1" 
- 1 1/411 l'' 1 1/J.,11 Check 
I 15o5 55o7 16.7 47o4 65.5 
II 13.6 48,.4 16o7 48ol 65o4 
III 13.7 34.2 13.4 39.,4 7L.1 
Table XXX 
Effects of combinations of overhead machinery with stick remover or 
bur machine on pounds of seed cotton in waste discharged by each unit -
1953 tests. 
Series 
_§.i!\!Ple Overhead Elaborate O~rhead 
l'' l.l/4 11 _ . 111 
-
1 1/4n Qhec:k 
I 5.7 77,,9 6.8 83.9 3o3 
II 6.9 85.6 706 86.,5 7 .. 9 
III 9o3 98.0 9ol 95 .. 2 5.1 
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(2) 1954 Testse 
The stick remover was compared directly to the bur machine with both 
units operating under the same conditions in the 1954 testso Cotton used 
in the comparison was the same as that used in tests to determine rate of 
feed and grid bar spacingo It was described previously as being grown at 
Altus, Oklahoma. 
Four overhead treatments were employed with the two types of ex-
tractors. Two machinery arrangements, simple and elaborate., were run 
without and with drying to give the four combinationso Each of the 
eight combinations was repeated three times. 
The simple overhead arrangement consisted of stick remover or master 
extractor followed by a 7-cylinder 52 inch width inclined cleaner@ The 
elaborate overhead arrangement consisted of a 4-cylinder 52 inch width 
airline cleaner, ?-cylinder 52 inch width inclined cleaner, stick remover 
or master extractor, 7-cylinder 52 inch width inclined cleaner and 7-cylin-
der 52 inch width inclined cleaner. A. shelf type drier with hot air 
temperature of 2000F was used for drying. Rate of feed through all over-
head machinery excepting the stick remover was at the rate of four bales 
per hour.. The rate of feed through the stick remover was two bales pe:t• 
hour. Grid spacing in the stick remover was 1 3/4 inches on center and 
the saw cylinders were operated at 705 rpm .. All arrangements were follow-
ed by a unit extractor-feeder-cleaner above the 80-saw standard moting 
huller-front gino 
Samples of material (for determination of content of trash) were ·taken 
before and after the stick remover or master extractor and after the unit 
extractor prior to entering huller-front of gin standso Lint samples were 
taken after ginning to ascertain classer's grade and staple length and con-
tent of foreign mattero Results of the 1954 tests are shown in Table XXXI 
through XXXX. 
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Table XXXI 
Comparison of pounds of waste discharged from 2400 pounds of strip-
ped material by stick remover or master extractor operating under like 
conditions - 1954 tests. 
Simple Overhead Elaborate Overhead 
Without Drying With Drying Without Drying ~!th Drying 
Stick Remover 
Master Extractor 
524 
427 
496 
374 
Table XXXII 
410 
297 
413 
278 
Comparison of ·pounds of waste discharged by unit extractor follow-
ing stick remover or master extractor operating under like conditions -
1954 tests. 
Simple overhead Elaborate Overhead 
Without Drying With Drying !i'ithout Drying With Drying 
Stiok Remove:r-
Master Extractor 
84 
160 
79 
156 
71 
151 
60 
153 
Table XXXIII 
Comparison of pounds of waste discharged by huller-front of gin 
stand following stick rem.over or master extractor operating under like 
conditions - 1954 tests. 
Simple Oyerherag Elaborate Overhead 
41 
Without· Drying With D:cying Without Drying With Drying 
Stick Rem(!)ver 16 
Master Extractor 21 
12 
17 
Table XXXIV 
16 
23 21 
Comparison of pounds of waste discharged by moting system of SO-saw 
gin following stick remover or master extractor operating under like con-
ditions - 1954 tests. 
Simple overhead Elaborate Overhead 
Without Dm.ng With Dry;irli, Without Drying With Drying 
Stick Remover 
Master Extractor 
9 
12 
7 
9 
10 
10 
9 
10 
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Table XXXV 
Comparison or pounds or lint produced from 2400 pounds or stripped 
material from arrangements using stick remover or master extractor oper-
ating under like conditions - 1954 tests. 
Simple Overhead Elaborate Overhead 
Withou,t Drying With Drying ~out Dryipg ~ 
Stick Remover 
Master Extracto:r• 
6.38 
661 
633 
639 
Table XXXVI 
635 
624 
622 
624 
Comparison of percentage waste as determined by Shirley Analyzer in 
lint following stick remover or master extractor operating under like 
conditions - 1954 testso 
Sinmle Overhe~ Elaborate Overhead 
Stick Remover 
Master Extractor 
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Table XXXVII 
Comparison of grade index of lint following stick remover or master 
extractor operating under like conditions - 1954 tests. 
Simple Overhead 
Stick Remover 
Master Extractor 
Table XXXVIII 
Elaborate Oyerheag__ 
85.2 
83.0 
Comparison of percent total trash removed to point of discharge of 
stick remover or master extractor operating under like conditions as 
determined by fractionation analysis for trash content of seed cotton -
1954 tests. 
Simple Overhead 
Stick Remover 76.o 
Master Extractor 59.2 51.0 
Elaborate Overhead . 
61909 
54e7 
81.7 
Table XXXIX 
Comparison of percent sticks removed to point of discharge from 
stick remover or• master extractor operating under like conditions as 
determined by fractionation analysis for trash content of seed cotton~ 
1954 tests. 
Stick Remover 
Master Extractor 
'73.9 
.35o2 
Elaborate Overhead 
Table XXXX 
Comparison of dollar value of lint produced from. 2400 pounds of strip-
ped material by stick remover or master extractor operating under like 
conditions - 1954 tests. 
Simple Overhef!d ~ Elaborate Overhead 
Without Drying With Drying lil thout Drying With Drying 
Stick Remover 
Master Extractor 
162 
171 
171 
165 
166 
159 
170 
159 
VIo DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
~. Determination of Rate of Feed, Extractor Saw 
Cylinder Speed and Grid Bar Spacingo 
(1) 1953 Tests. 
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Principal results of the 1953 tests used to determine rate of feed.11 
extractor saw cylinder speed and grid bar spacing are given in Table 
XXXXI and Figures 8 through 17~ Numbers in parenthesis in Table XXXXI 
indicate the figure in which the data are plotted~ 
Measurements obtained from the 1953 tests show that there were 
large differences i.n the performance of the sti.ck remover when using 
the two grid bar spacings. The closer spaced bars did not allow ·bhe 
trash ·to be discharged through the openings. If the trash was not 
separated from the seed cotton in the stick remover 9 a greater load was 
left for the units following. This conclusion is evidenced by the 
curves of trash weights in Figures 6 through llo The curves also show 
the influence of greater centrifugal force at the higher speeds. As 
the speed of the cylinders was increased there was a stronger force 
causing the heavier matter to proceed with greater momentum as it was 
projected from the extractor cylindero Crushing of the hulls occurred 
when under accelerated propulsion they came in contact with the station= 
ary grid bars through which they could not escape because of limited 
clearance., Result of the action was t,o grind the trash into a finer 
state wi·~h little cleaning and extracting being pel'."formed i.n the stick 
remover. Evidence of this conclusion is found in the weight of motes 
(Figo 11), weight of lint (Fig., 12) and percentage waste in lint (Fig .. 13)" 
Table XXXXI - Principal Results of 1953 Tests to Determine Rate of Feed 9 Extractor Saw Cylinder 
Speed and Grid Bar Spacing for Stick Remover. 
Measure for Evaluation 
(8) Total Waste Discharged 
by Stick Remover 
(9) Waste Discharged by Unit 
Extractor 
{10) Waste Discharged by 
Huller-front 
(11) Waste Discharged by 
by Meting System 
(12) Weight of Lint 
Produced 
(13) Percentage Waste 
in Lint 
(14) Grade Index 
of Lint 
(15) Percent Total 
Trash Removed 
(16) Percent of 
Stick Removed 
(17) Seed Cotton 
Discharged with Waste 
Rate of Feed 
Decreased with In-
creased Rate of Feed 
Increased with In,.,, 
creased Rate of Feed 
Increased with In-
creased Rate of Feed 
Increased with In~ 
creased Rate of .Feed 
Increased with In-
creased Rate of . Feed 
Increased with In~ 
creased Rate of .Feed 
Slight Decrease with 
Increase Rate of Feed 
Decreased with In-
creased Rate of Feed 
Decreased with In~ 
creased Rate of Feed 
Inc re a sad,- with I.n--
-creased Rate of Feed 
Saw Cylinder Speed 
Increased with In-
creased Speed 
Decreased with In-
creased Speed 
Increased with In-
creased Speed 
Increased with In-
creased Speed 
Decreased with In-
creased Speed 
Increased with In~ 
creased Speed 
Slight decrease with 
Increased Speed 
Increased with In~ 
creased Speed 
Increased with In-
creased Speed 
Increased with In-
creased Speed 
Grid Bar Spacing 
Increased with 
Increased Spacing 
Decreased with 
Increased Spacing 
Decreased with 
Increased Spacing 
Decreased with 
Increased Spacing 
Decreased with 
Increased Spacing 
Decreased with 
Increased Spacing 
Slight Increase 
with Increased 
Spacing 
Increased with 
Increased Spacing 
Increased with 
Increased Spacing 
Increased with 
Increased Spacing 
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s t r i pped ma t eri al - 1953 tests. 
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Fig . 9 - The effects of rate of feed , extractor saw cyl inder 
speed and grid bar spacing on pounds of waste dis -
charged by extractor- feeder - cleaner follirwi ng stick 
remover using 2400 pounds of st ripped mat erial -
1953 tests . 
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Fig . 13 - The effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder 
speed and i;:rid bar spa cir1 g on percentage waste i n 
lint ginned after the stick remover - 1953 tests . 
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Fig. 15 - The effects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder 
speed and grid bar spacing on percent of total 
trash removed by reel drier and stick remover com-
bination - 1953 tests . 
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Fir . 16 - The effect& of rate of feed , extractor saw cylinder 
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Fig 17 - The bffects of rate of feed, extractor saw cylinder 
speed and grid bar s pacing on amount of seed cotton 
·discharged with waste from stick remover f rom 2400 
pounds of stripped material - 1953 tests . · 
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As t he rate of feed to the stick remover was increased a larger bat 
or thickness of layer of material was placed on the extractor cylinder. 
Only the trash on the outer periphery of the circular bat could be expell-
ed, therefore resulting in lower effectiveness in cleaning and extractingo 
Those forces which contributed to better cleaning and extracting 
also contributed to greater loss of seed cotton through the grid bar 
openings. Thus when the greatest amount of waste was removed by the 
stick remover (Figs. 8 and 15) the greatest loss of cotton occurred (Fig. 
17) 0 
Differences in grade index of the lint samples from the combinations 
were very slight and were attributable to the inherent color of the cotton 
rather than to any action of the stick remover (Fig. 24). 
All factors considered it was concluded that the grid bar spaci ngs 
of one inch on center were not useful with cotton harvested in the hull. 
It was further concluded that because of danger in operation, difficulty 
in doffing the cotton from the saw teeth and tendency to grind the trash 
at the highest speeds that the best speed of operation for the extractor 
saw cylinder would be approximately 700 rpm. 
(2) 1954 Tests. 
Principal results of the 1954 tests to determine rate of feed and 
grid bar spacing are given in Table XX:XXII and Figures 18 through 27. 
Numbers in parenthesis in Table XX:XXII refer to the figures in which dat a 
for that measurement are plotted. 
Measurements obtained in the 1954 tests substantiate the findings 
of 1953 in that as grid bar spacings were increased the stick remover was 
more effective in removing the trash from the seed cotton. A limit however, 
was encountered between 1 J/4 inches on center and 2 inches on center 
Table XXXXII - Principal Results of 1954 Tests to Determine Rate of Feed and Grid Bar Spacing 
Measure for Evaluation 
(18) Total Waste Discharged 
by Stick Remover 
(19) Waste -Discharged -
by Unit Extractor 
~ -
(20) Waste Discharged by 
Huller~F·ront 
(21) Waste Discharged by 
Moting .System 
(22) Weight of Lint 
Produced 
(23) Percentage Waste 
in Lint 
-- . 
(24) Grade Index- of 
Lint Produced 
(25) Percent Total 
Trash Removed 
- - - -
{26) Percent Sticks 
Removed 
(27) Seed C'otton in Trash 
from Stick Remover 
Rate of Feed 
High at 33 lb per min, Low at 67 lb per 
min with Increase to 133 lb per min 
Increased with Increased Rate of Feed 
Increased with Increased Rate of Feed 
Slight Increase with Increased Rate of 
Feed 
Decreased with Increased Rate of Feed 
No Discernible Effect 
No Discernible Effect 
Decreased with Increased Rate of Feed 
Decreased with Increased Rate of Feed 
Increased with Increased Rate of Feed 
GOrd.dBBar; ·~pab:bng 
Increased with Increased 
Spacing 
Decreased with Increased 
Spacing 
High with 1 l/411 l) Low 
with 1 3/4" Spacing 
High with 1 l/4"l> Low 
with l 3/4" Spacing 
Decreased with Increased 
Spacing 
High with 1 1/4'', Low 
with 1 3/411 Spacing 
High with 1 3./411 l) Low 
with 1 l/411 Spacing 
Lowest with l l/4 11 
Spacing 
Highest with 1 3/411 
Spacing 
Increased with Increased 
Spacing 
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Fig . 18 - l'he ef fo cts of rate of feed and crid bar s rac · r;g on 
pounds of wa ste discharr ed from s t j ck r emover using 
2400 pounds of stripped mat erial - 1954 tests . 
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Fig- . 19 - The effects of rate of f eed anu r r i d bar spacing on 
pounds of waste di ~har f e by extract or - feeder- cl ea !"' -
er f ollowi ng stick remover us i ng 2h00 pounds of 
stripped mat erial - 19S'4 t ests . 
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Fig . 20 - The effects of ra1.,e of feed and grid bar spacing on 
pounds of waste dis(' harged by huller- front of gin 
stand followinf stick rern ,ver using 2400 pounds of 
stripped material - 1954 t es t s . 
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Fig. 21 - The effects of rate of feed and crid bar spacing on 
pounds of waste d.ischareed by rooting system of gin 
stand followine the slick remover using 2400 pounds 
of stripped mat erial - 19~4 tests . 
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Fig . 22 - The effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing on 
weight of lint produced f r om 2400 pounds of stripped 
material when using the stick remover - 1954 test s . 
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Fig. 24 - The effects of rate of feed and grid bar spacing on 
grade index of lint ginned after stic k remover -
1953 tests . 
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Fi g. 26 - The effects of rate of f eed and grid bar spacing on 
. percent of s ticks removed by sti ck rernover - 19S4 tests . 
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(~igs. 18 through 21). Increased rates of feed reduced the effectiveness 
of removal of trash by the stick remover. This was attributed to the 
same conditions as discussed previously: i.e., a thicker bat was laid 
down on the extractor saw cylinder thus preventing expulsion of the trash 
from the :under side of the circular formationo 
On the type of cotton tested there appeared to be a point of dimin-
ishing effectiveness of trash removal by widening the grid bar spacing. 
The spacings of 2 inches on center allowed too much cotton to pass 
through thus overloading the reclaimer and reducing cleaning efficiency 
(Figs,, 21 and 23)o Overloading of the reclaimer caused loss of seed 
cotton (Figo 27) which resulted in lowered lint turnout (Fig. 22). 
Grade index of the lint was influenced by cleanliness of the sample 
and inherent color of the fiberso Samples from the lots following the 
stick remover with 1 3/4 inches on center spacing on the average had less 
waste than the samples following the stick remover with the other grid 
bar spacings (Fig. 23). In addition only 11 percent of the samples with 
the 1 3/4 inches spacing had color designations, while 68 pereent of the 
lint samples with,the 11/4 inches spacing had a color designation,. 
None of the samples ginned following the stick remover with 2 inches on 
center grid bar spacings had a color designation. From this it was con-
cluded that the wider spacings allowed more of the damaged cotton to be 
~xpelled thus preventing contamination of the better quality fibers. 
This conclusion warrants further studyo 
Conclusions from the 1954 tests were that the spacing of the grid 
bars in the stick remover is governed by the size of the cotton hull to 
be extracted and that on the type cotton used in 1954 the most effective 
spacing was 1 3/4 inches on center for an effective clearance of 1 3/8 
inches. 
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Chokages occurred during tests with :rates of feed of 100 and 1J3 pounds 
per minut,e t,hus establishing the rate of feed at two bales per hour for 
each unit 60 inches in lengthe 
B. Comparison of the Stick Remover to a 14 foot 
Master Extractor. 
(1) 1953 Tests. 
Results of the 1953 tests comparing the stick remover with two grid 
bar spaei.ngs and two overhead gin arrangements to a standard model master 
extractor 14 feet in length give further evidence to the conclusion that 
the grid bar spacings must be wide enough to allow the hull to pass 
through without crushinge 
With the one inch on center gri.d spacings less tot.al trash was re-
mov·ed by the combination (Table XXI); the unit extractors, huller fronts 
and moting systems were more heavi.ly loaded (Tables XXII, XXIII and XXIV), 
and the lint contained more waste (Table XXVI). The master extractor 
removed more trash than did the stick remover using either grid bar 
spacing. The greater weight of waste from the elaborate overhead system 
using the stick remover with l 1./ 4 inches on center grid bar spaci.ngs 
(Table XXI) may be attributed to the greater amount of seed cotton (Table 
XXX) in the waste from the stick :removero 
The loss of seed cotton through the stick remover accounts for the 
reduced bale weight f'or stick remover us.ing l 1/ 4 inches gri.d spaci.ng 
(Table XXV)o Excessive waste in the lint following the stick remover 
using one inch grids (Table XXVI) plus the f'ai,t that 1i ttle seed r..iotto:n 
was wasted (Table XXX) caused the bale weight measure to be hi.ghest for 
the one inch spacing. 
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Variations in grade indexes of lint samples from the different com-
binations (Table XXVII) are attributable to color designations and not 
to cleanliness of the lint. 
Evaluated on the basis of percent total trash removed (Table XXVIII) 
and percent hulls removed (Table XXIX), the master extractor removed 
more trash than the stick remover under any combination. 
It was concluded from the 1953 tests that the stick remover did not 
perform as well as the master extractor but that further tests were 
warranted. 
(2) 1954 Tests. 
Data from the 1954 tests comparing the stick remover to the master 
extractor may be used for direct comparison. 
The stick remover discharged more trash by w~ight under all condi-
tions than did the master extractor (Table XXXI). The unit extractor 
had less trash to remove following the stick remover under all condi-
tions than when following the master extractor (Table XXXII). This was 
also true for the huller-front (Table XXXIII) and meting system (Table 
XXXIV) o 
Weight of lint following the stick remover averaged less than the 
weight of lint following the master extractor (Table XXXV). This fact 
coupled with the lesser amount of waste in the lint following the stick 
remover (Table XXXVI) indicated greater trash removal by the stick re-
mover as compared to the master extractor. The grade index of the lint 
samples also averaged higher for the stick remover (Table XXXVII) which 
indicated better cleaning. 
Percent total trash removed by the combinations using the stick 
remover was much greater for the stick remover thanfor the master ex-
tractor (Table XXXVIII). 
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The combinations with the stick remover removed an average of 73.l 
percent of the sticks which was approximately three times more than the 
amount of sticks removed by the master extractor (Table XXXIX). 
Value of the lint produced from 2400 pounds of stripped material by 
the combinations using the stick remover averaged higher than the value 
of the lint produced by those combinations using the master extractor 
(Table XXXX). In three of the four treatments the value of the lint 
from the stick remover was higher than the value of the lint from the 
master extractor. 
It was concluded from the 1954 tests that the stick remover perform-
ed as well as the master extractor and also removed a sufficient quan-· 
tity of sticks to aid materially in the reduction of malfunctions in gin 
operation. 
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are made after careful consideration of 
the information obtained in testing the stick remover. 
~. Determination of Rate of Feed 9 Extractor Saw Cylinder Speed 
and Grid Bar Spacing 
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1. Capacity of the unit was limited to two bales per hour or 
lesso Chokages occurred at faster rates of feed and efficiency of 
cleaning and extracting was reduced. The low cost of the stick re-
mover should make possible the installation of unit gins; i.eo, a stick 
remover and unit extractor for each gin stando 
2. The seven inch extractor saw cylinders gave optimum per-
form.ance at approximately 700 rpm. Lower speeds decreased the effi-
ciency of extraction while the higher speeds were mechanically dangerous 
and increased the risk of damage to the inherent properties of the cotton. 
3. Spacing of the 3/8 inch diameter grid bars gave best per-
fo:rmance with an effective clearance which allowed the hull to be dis-
charged without crushing. Clearances will vary with the variety of 
cotton handled but under the conditions tested the 1 3/8 inches clear-
anoe between gri.d bars gave best performance. 
Bo Comparison of the Stick Remover to a 14 foot Master Bur 
Extractor,, 
l. On the basis of evaluation of the ten items measlll"ed the 
performance of the stiok remover with l 3/9 inches olearanoe between 
grid bars, extraotor saw oylinders at 705 rpm and fed at the rate of 
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2 bales per hour was slightly better than the 14 foot master bur extractor 
fed at four bales per hour. 
c.. General 
1. Although less than 100 percent effective, the stick remover 
did remove 60-75 percent of the sticks and the cotton was conditioned 
to the point whereat units following the stick remover could remove the 
balance of sticks remaining in the seed cottonc 
2o With the reclaiming unit installed during the second year 
of operation, waste of seed cotton was reduced to an acceptable level., 
There was evidence that the small amount of waste which did occur was 
beneficial as it included that portion of damaged cotton which contri-
buted to color designations in the grade of linta 
3o With the measurements employed there was no damage to the 
inherent qualities of the cotton when the stick remover was operated 
with l 3/8 i.nches clearance between grid bars, extractor saw cylinders 
at 705 rpm and fed at the rate of 2 bales per houro 
4o Performance of the stick remover satisfies the require-
ment of replacing equipment already in useo It has ample capacity to 
balance cost of installation 9 maintenance and opera ti.on commensurate with 
volume of productiono 
5o The stick remover may be used satisfactorily as a hull 
extractor, stick remover and cleaner on Oklahoma cotton harvested by hand-
snapping or mechanical strippingo 
One of the major problems involved in collecting the data for the 
thesis was that of knowing which factors to evaluate and which to not 
evaluateo It is recognized that the ginning of mechani.cal harvested 
cotton is most complex and that much effort has been spent in the past 
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and is at the present being expended on developing techniques for raeasill.'·., 
ing the effect of gin machinery operation on the inherent quality of the 
cotton fibers. It is recommended that this form of research be expand= 
ed in order that methods may be developed which will give the gin oper-
ator greater control of the gin plant as dictated by the variations of 
the cotton delivered for processing. 
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